
Duel of the ironclads. Item Preview. remove-circle. Monitor (Ironclad) -- Juvenile literature., Virginia (Ironclad) -- Juvenile literature., Merrimack (Frigate) -- Juvenile literature., Monitor (Ironclad), Virginia (Ironclad), Merrimack (Frigate), Hampton Roads, Battle of, Va., 1862 -- Juvenile literature., Hampton Roads, Battle of, Va., 1862., United States -- History -- Civil War, 1861-1865 -- Naval operations -- Juvenile literature., Virginia -- History -- Civil War, 1861-1865 -- Naval operations -- Juvenile literature., United States -- History -- Civil War, 1861-1865 -- Naval operations., Virginia -- History -- Civil War, 1861-1865 -- Nav...Â No page number in the book. Access-restricted-item. true. Duel of the Ironclads book. Read 2 reviews from the world's largest community for readers. On March 9, 1862, two unusual-looking iron-clad warships faced...Â It uses the concrete objects of the Monitor vs the Virginia to bring the American Civil War to a younger generation. In my opinion wars and history can be a difficult concept to grasp, because it is the beginning of abstract concepts. It is good to use some concrete idea to bring the topic to life. The battle between these two ships is illustrated by Patrick O'Brien. He shows the reader the development of the ironclad ship and the eventual battle between the North and South's version of the ironclad. The only problem with this book is that there is not a clear bibliography in it. Offshore dueling Historical battle introduced to young readers On May 9, 1862, two vessels faced off against each other in the waters of Virginia's Hampton Roads and proceeded to blast each other with enough shot to sink any other warship in existence. But these two vessels were....Â On May 9, 1862, two vessels faced off against each other in the waters of Virginia's Hampton Roads and proceeded to blast each other with enough shot to sink any other warship in existence. But these two vessels were. Recommended Citation. Chorlian, Meg (2003) "Duel of the Ironclads: The Monitor vs. the Virginia," Civil War Book Review: Vol. 5 : Iss. 4 . Available at: https://digitalcommons.lsu.edu/cwbr/vol5/iss4/8. Download. CSS Virginia vs USS Monitor Civil War Naval Battle. March 9 1862. At dawn the CSS Virginia prepared for renewed combat.Â Soon after noon, CSS Virginia gunners concentrated their fire on USS Monitor 's pilothouse, a small iron blockhouse near her bow. A shell hit there blinded Lieutenant John L. Worden , the Union ship's Commanding Officer, forcing another withdrawal until he could be relieved at the conn. By the time she was ready to return to the fight, Virginia had turned away toward Norfolk.Â Duel on the Roanoke - The True Story of the CSS Albemarle A 158-foot Confederate ironclad ship built in a cornfield 90 miles up North Carolina's Roanoke River, under the direction of an 18-year-old boy, and the deadly cat-and-mouse game between the two opposing captains. The Virginia had come down river early on Sunday morning confident that it would resume thrashing the Yankee Navy right where it had left off the previous evening. By 7:30 she was opposite the Minnesota.Â Aboard the Confederate ironclad, some men thought it was just a raft taking away one of the Minnesotas's boilers or its magazines, although one better-informed sailor wondered if this could be the Ericsson machine.Â Once, the Virginia ran aground, but managed to free herself before the Monitor could react; once, Worden thought he had the Virginia lined up for a damaging shot, but his cannon jammed. Despite hit after hit, neither side pierced through the other's armor, though the Monitor kept bashing the Virginia like a blacksmith, and had split and chipped the plate.